I INTRODUCTION
One of the main aspects for competitiveness and success of an organization is the efficient production managing. Client satisfaction means delivering goods on time, with quality and low costs. These are some critical factors for the success of an organization. Production scheduling is a complex problem when dealing with dynamic environments with high degree variation factors. This scenario is more problematic because it is known that in the reality the variables behavior is not the same as planned, so there is a strong possibility to reformulate the existing planning and the need to changes the current scheduling to adapt to the emerging modifications. Scheduling is one of the areas where the Decision Support Systems make more sense, namely due to the complexity and dynamic nature of the environment, and the different kind of actors involved on the process. Group decision-making represents an important role in actual organizations. The new economy demands that the decisions must be taken quickly however without damage the quality of the decision-making process or its results. With the objective of making better decisions, more and more times decisions are taken for groups of individuals representing different organization perspectives. Some of the problems faced by organizations, particularly on the scheduling process, involve the evaluation and selection of one alternative between a set of them. These decisions are not trivial, considering that they usually involve multiple and conflicting criteria. In spite of the great variety of Decision Support Systems, most of them are individual tools, to help one user, involved in a decision process. However, in the management field, most of the decisions we make involve the need to consult several persons discuss and argue for alternatives. For The scheduling process involves many actors representing different manufacturing perspectives, such as management, customer-service, manufacturing, quality assurance and distribution. This paper addresses the interaction between the scheduling actors through the integration of the different kinds of knowledge. A global view of the system in association with the collaborative activity of those actors taking in account multiple criteria can improve the scheduling process. Considering this fact, the option for a collaborative model using the concept of Group Decision Support System (GDSS) seems to be the most adequate. The practical advantages are evidenced in better performance of managers responsible for production planning and control and the consequently increased efficiency and productivity of industrial systems. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a general approach to the scheduling process, focusing on collaborative scheduling. In section 3 Group Decision Support Systems are introduced. The proposed model to support decision in collaborative scheduling, and its main features are described in section 4. Finally section 5 presents conclusions and gives some perspectives and ideas for future work.
II COLABORATIVE SCHEDULLING
Scheduling means solving two problems, namely that of allocation of resources to each task and that of determining the moment when each task will be performed [1] . Real life scheduling problems tend to be so complexes that are usually NP-hard [2] and thus optimum solutions to these problems are generally intangible. Through complexity and fashion how production scheduling problems were tackled in the past, we can actually conclude that a great disparity exists between the way that scheduling systems solve problems and the way human resolves them. While automatic-scheduling systems need complete specification of goals and scenario before beginning problem resolution, persons progressively learn with scenario and change their goals during planning and execution. While automatic systems quantitatively evaluate plans, persons subjectively evaluate them. While automatic systems work one solution at a time, persons compare options and alternatives before choosing the route [3] Collaborative scheduling occurs where different organizational units coordinate individual activities for joint benefit. Participants in this process deal with multiattribute, multi-party, and multi-criteria decision-making and negotiation; in general this environment is characterized by distributed, uncertain, and conflicting contextual information. Typically this complexity can neither be adequately modelled mathematically nor sufficiently captured in information databases [9] . Hence, human schedulers are crucial in collaborative scheduling. There are some works on distributed, cooperative or collaborative scheduling. An example is the work developed by Kawamura and his colleagues [10] which is a distributed cooperative scheduling system, where several scheduling agents negotiate among them to realize schedule adjustments among busy departments. Another different approach is presented by Murthy and his colleagues [11] where autonomous agents work together to produce a set of candidate alternatives, and a human scheduler make the final decision interacting with the other agents. Chang et al. [12] developed a collaborative scheduling system for coordinating work schedules in construction industry. They introduce a dependency intelligent list and a mechanism for resolving concurrency problems, as collaborative features of the system. Cooperation and collaboration in their system can be interpreted as coordinated negotiations that are triggered by user intervention. Our approach to collaborative scheduling considers the integration of multiple problem solving approaches to produce a set of solutions to a scheduling problem, and the interaction between a group of decision makers using different evaluation criteria to come to a single solution.
This kind of collaboration involves interaction between a group of humans of diverse departments, which are the decision makers and represent different manufacturing perspectives. In practice, different schedulers may agree as to the key objectives, but differ greatly as to their relative importance in any given situation. It thus requires substantial effort to define solutions that are feasible, efficient, and encompass multiple perspectives. We believe that our methodology is applicable to any scheduling problem where there are no dominant solution methods.
III GROUP DECISION SUPPORT
Manufacturing environments are generally highly uncertain and dynamic, so scheduling is really an ongoing process of responding to unexpected and evolving circumstances. Usually, optimal solutions cannot be found. According to Bedworth [13] "...common sense is the best way to scheduling when there is a complex scenery". What seems really useful is a tool for supporting decisions to help operators to achieve and contribute for good scheduling. For this, a collaborative framework capable of integrate multi-criteria decisions, arising from the different actors involved in the manufacturing process, can be most adequate. The benefits of group work are several, and in our opinion with great application to manufacturing environments: * Groups are better than individuals at understanding problems; * People are more responsible for decisions in which they participate, which means less likelihood to resist to implementation; * A group is better than an individual participant at detecting flaws in proposed ideas; * A group has more knowledge than any one member individually; * Synergy may develop so that the effectiveness of the group is greater than what could have been produced individually. Working in a group could stimulate the group members and consequently the process of decision making; * Participants' differing knowledge and processing skills allow results that could not be achieved individually.
If the there are big advantages associated to group work, there are also several dysfunctions related to this theme: * Time consuming -group work is a slow process, only group member can speak at a time and there are a tendency to repeat what was already said; * High costs -many hours of participation, travel time, travel expenses, and so on * Improper use of group dynamics -domination of time, or opinion by one or few members, and fear of speak by others; * Tendency to rely on some members the most of the work; * Tendency to make incomplete tasks analysis and to choose compromise solutions of poor quality.
The Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS) aims to reduce the loss associated to group work and to maintain or improve the gain [14] . Eliminates too big domination of some group members in the meeting; . Provides automatically organizational memory, trough the automatically recording of the meeting related information; * Makes it possible to find out the common and dissenting preferences among the group members.
In general, the use of GDSS allows groups to integrate the knowledge of all members into better decision making. DeSanctis and Gallupe [20] proposed a classification for GDSS based on the matrix time/place: We can distinguish between optimization methods and heuristic algorithms. With the former we expect an optimal solution, while with the later only a good solution can be expected. The computational times are generally significantly different, usually making the difference to the choice of one of the referred kind of methods. We can also refer the origin of the scheduling method, Operational Research (OR) and Artificial Intelligence (Al). A wide study on the diversity of scheduling methods can be found in literature [24] [25] . In our approach the information agent, in accordance with the type of scheduling problem, sets a time window for the generation of the several scheduling alternatives. Also some criteria are settled; this way only the agents embodying algorithms respecting the established criteria will be triggered. Only the alternatives generated within the settled time window are considered for analyse and discussion by the GDSS module. The setting agent settle on the criteria importance according with the global preferences of the GDSS members, in order to cover all the relationships arising from the different departments.
B Group Decision Support Module
One approach to tackle multi-criteria decision problems involves assigning weights to different criteria, aiming to come to a unique decision depending upon the assigned weights. In a collaborative decision making process, which frequently involves many people, experts on different aspects of the problem, all the relationships arising from the different departments representing the diverse manufacturing perspectives must be considered, so a set of weighted criteria seems to be the most adequate. For instance, from the manager point of view the most important criteria should be the profit and from a quality control departnent the most important criteria is product quality. But as economic conditions change, the relative importance of different criteria may change [11] . This requires users to modify these weighting factors periodically, by changing the relative importance of each criteria. Architectures that enable collaboration are useful when it is not efficient or possible to perform a task by a single agent or human. They provide mechanisms which allow several users to contribute with their knowledge to the system, participating on an equal basis in the selection of candidate alternatives. One way of enhancing collaboration between agents and humans is to produce not one but many candidate solutions, evaluated with respect to multiple criteria. This allows users to gain important insights into the tradeoffs between multiple competing objectives. They express their preferences by imposing weighting factors for different criteria. A Group Decision Support System can provide a very powerful approach to multi-criteria decision support and optimization in complex manufacturing environments. The GDSM will support the members of a scheduling meeting and the facilitator. This last one prepares the meeting and invites a group of people to participate, and to exchange different points of view, expertise and information, in order to choose the "best" solution from the set of scheduling solutions proposed by the ASM. The GDSM is composed by the following components: Setup, Management, Argumentation, Multi-criteria, Voting and Database [26] . The module architecture can be observed in Fig. 3 We expect significant savings and improved customer satisfaction. These positive results arise from improved schedule quality and improvements in the business process that our collaborative decision support approach can foster.
